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Joseph McMoneagle is an extraordinary remote viewer, a "psychic spy," whose experiences have

given him a special insight into the nature of time and human perception. For more than seventeen

years, he was a researcher and remote viewer for the top-secret Army project STARGATE. For

years after that, he journeyed through time while working in a consciousness-development lab with

out-of-body experience pioneer Robert A. Monroe. McMoneagle explores the questions that

philosophers have for centuries debated: Does time really exist? Do our actions today really affect

our future? Can we change the past? Do we slip between alternate realities? In The Ultimate Time

Machine, McMoneagle delivers new insights into these mysteries, including: Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ First-hand

information-including transcripts from lab sessions-on the origins of humanity, the crucifixion of

Jesus Christ, and the building of the Egyptian pyramids. Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Provocative suggestions about

the nature of time, creation, and a constantly changing past. Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ A detailed picture of our

immediate future through the year 2075. More than 150 very explicit predictions on world

population, aging, religious fragmentation, lifestyle changes, technological developments, and

dozens of major changes to laws, customs and practices-all within a positive and constructive

framework. Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ A vision of the year 3000, comprising a test of what the author calls the "Verne

Effect"-our ability to create and manipulate our future.
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So l have read several books over the years since the turn of the century that have made an



attempt at prediction. All failed for me. But I have a lot of respect for this author after reading his

Stargate Chronicles, which was a brutally honest recounting of his years in the Army as an

intelligence officer and remote viewer. Still, reading this book was a struggle, especially the

predictions, which are, at best, 20-30% accurate (generously speaking). Perhaps it's more difficult to

predict the future (as opposed to focusing on a particular subject as they do on a typical RV

session).The reason why l still gave the book 3 stars is because the author is, l believe, a person of

integrity and someone who deserves a lot of credit for his contribution to this extremely important

(yet nascent) science (RV), which l believe can unlock many mysteries of existence. But we still

have to remain honest. All of us, writer/teacher and reader/student!

Really enjoyed this book. It is by one of the foremost remote viewers and a man of great integrity. I

had the pleasure of meeting him after reading the book and am amazed by the depth of his

knowledge and his experiences.

Decent book on a fascinating subject. Seems a little dated though and it would be interesting to

have a revised version comparing and contrasting in his own words what he outlines in this book

versus what has actually happened.

I read this book aug 20th 2015. It was mostly written in 1997. As I read the predictions for now, I

watched them unfold in real time which was fun but not important. What is important is recognizing

the true nature of reality which this book helps uncover.

Great informational book if you want to know what the government has been up to

This is my first Joseph McMoneagle book and I haven't ever been to the Monroe Institute. Overall I

really enjoyed reading the book and the thoughts it stimulated in my mind. I can think of all kinds of

questions I would like to ask the future such as when does artificial intellligence exceed human

intelligence.About the last 2/3 of the book are actual predictions devided up by category. I am pretty

sure that a bunch of the predictions were probably made in late 80's and 90's. Now that they are

being published in 2013, maybe 5-10% predictions are for years that have already taken place. It is

hard to put a number on his accuracy. If he gets the incident right but the year wrong, is that a "hit"

or a "miss?" If the author can "predict" 50% of the future is that amazing or is that horible? Is the

glass half empty or half-full?On some subjects, you do see the author's military background show



through. It is a very different thought pattern than many authors on books in the

occult/spirituality/paranormal categories. It is a refreshing change. Overall I find his idea of using this

kind of paranormal technology to try an usher in the future faster a very compelling and powerful

idea. I hope it is used to bring humanity more quickly into the future (so that I can drive a flying car.)

It was a very interesting book to read. The author takes you to places your thoughts have never

gone. This is the type of book that is enlighting, something we all should aspire to.

Have not had a chance to read very much of it, but what I did , very happy with it.
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